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Proposals

Kelly Gilmore
Associate Director

Chris Dye-Hixenbaugh
Team Leader

Ag & ES
- Hannah Adan
- Vacant (RA2) (*)

Engineering
- Jeff Grandy

School of Nursing
- Jane Cesarbo

School of Vet Med
- Yvonne Cheng Vogt

Letters & Science
- Shanna Jose

Floater
- Vacant (RA2) (*)

School of Medicine
- Jane Cesarbo

Negotiation Team
- Gina Melville
- Vacant (RA4)
- 2 Positions Eliminated due to the Campus budget shortfall 2020

Subaward Team
- Salvador Mendez
- Jamie Fletcher
- Marissa Thielen
- Lindsey Cannan (*)

SPO Facilitation Team
- ERA/Cayuse Help
  - Terry Duperron
- Training Officer
  - Perry King
- Intake
  - Kassandra Flores
- Closeout
  - Alexa Rubio

Awards

Bridget Strong
Team Leader

Grace Liu
Associate Director

Ann Parisi
Team Leader

Ag & ES
- Meghan Byers
- Brenna Berquam
- Vacant (RA2) (*)

Engineering
- Maria Garcia

Letters & Science, SOE, OR
- Michelle Parks
- Shannel Jones

CBS, Extension
- Brooke Curry

SOE, OR
- Sarah Smith

Floater
- Jeanet Reyes

(*) Contract Positions